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1. INTRODUCTION 
Positive d finite solutions B of the matrix equation C*B + BC= 
-E (E> 0) have been successfully used to construct Liapunov functions, 
and then to prove the stability of some ordinary differential systems 
du/dx =Cu (cf. [li, 241). This method usually iscalled Liapunov’s Second 
Method. In 1974, Chow and Dunninger [2] applied this method to the 
study of n-metaharmonic fun tions, and obtained a generalized maximum 
principle forsome classes of n-metaharmonic fun tions. 
In this paper, we transfer theidea of Liapunov’s second method to the 
study of weakly coupled second-order elliptic systems 
Lu+Cu=Oorf in Dclw”. 
Here 
Lfaij(x)&,+ai(x)$,, au = aji 
’ J I 
is asecond-order ealelliptic operator, andf= (fi ,. . f’) ‘, u= (u, . . u,) ‘, 
and the m x m matrix C all have entries which are complex-valued 
functions. 
We establish thefollowing generalized maximum principle foracertain 
class ofthe homogeneous system (Theorem 1): 
If there exists a complex constant matrix B> 0 such that 
C*(x) B+ BC(x) GO in D, then for all C2(D) nC(b) solutions u of 
Lu+Cu=O, 
II u II 0,D GK II u IlO,dD. 
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Here K= (p,,J/?1)“2, where fll and j?,,, are the smallest and biggest eigen- 
values of B, respectively. 
We also find a simple sufficient co dition for the classical maximum 
principle (K= I in the above inequality) holding, which is 
C*(x) +C(x) ~0 in D (Theorem 3). These results extend the result of
Winter and Wong [23] for C being negative semidefinite to a more general 
form of C. Generalized maximum principles for weakly coupled second- 
order elliptic systems have also been obtained byDow [3], Hile and 
Protter [S], Szeptycki [21], and Wasowski [22 3 under different condi- 
tions on the coefficients. 
We further show how our maximum principles may be used to prove the 
uniqueness of various boundary value problems ofsome classes of elliptic 
systems over bounded or unbounded domain D c iw”. By using a recent 
result ofHile and Yeh [lo], we even obtain uniqueness fora boundary 
value problem with an exceptional boundary set Z-c aD such that he 
Hausdorff dimension fr is less than - 1. 
An estimate of the best possible K in our maximum principle in quality 
is given when C is a 2 by 2 real matrix with a double igenvalue, Th  
condition for the classical m ximum principle (K = 1) holding can be 
written as
Re(a) GO, Re{d) ~0, lb+ Cl2 d4Re{a} Re{d} 
when C= [${ S;$ is any 2 by 2 complex-valued matrix function. 
We also study the nonhomogeneous sy tem. Miranda [131 has studied 
the weakly coupled real elliptic system 
Lu+ i B,g+Cu=f in D c Iw”, 
k=l 
giving a rather complicated condition which implies the bound for 
solutions U, 
II u II 0,D G II 24 lIo,aIJ + co’II flIO,D (co ’0). 
When all the matrices Bk= 0, k = 1, . . n, the condition required by
Miranda reduces to{‘Ct < -c,, )tI2 for any l E [w”. We will extend this 
result toC being a complex matrix function such that C* + C < -2c,I 
(Corollary 11). Moreover, weprove the following (Theorem 9): 
If there exist B> 0 and E > 0 such that C*(x) B + BC(x) d -E in D, zhen 
for all C*(D) n C(D) solutions u of Lu + Cu =J 
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Here K, = (j3,,,/B1)“2 and K2 = (2/y,)(/?,//?,)1’2, where uI is the smallest 
eigenvalue of EB-‘. 
Results for systems are later used to yield maximum principles and 
bounds for some higher order elliptic homogeneous and nonhomogeneous 
equations. Our maximum principles include those of Chow and 
Dunninger [2,6] for eal metaharmonic functions as a special c se. Various 
maximum principles for higher o der elliptic equations were also studied in
the papers of Agmon Cl], Duffin [4, 51, Fichera [7], Payne [14], Scheafer 
and Walter [ 16,171, and the books of Miranda [133 and Sperb [19]. 
2. NOTATION AND A LIAPUNOV STABILITY HEOREM 
Unless otherwise stated, allmatrices considered in this paper will be over 
the complex field. Let X be any m x n matrix. Its transpose, complex 
conjugate, andadjoint will be denoted by X’, & and X* (X* =RT), 
respectively. For the sake of brevity, both Hermitian positive definite and
real symmetric positive definite matrices will be named positive. Similar 
abbreviations h ldfor semipositive, negative, andseminegative definite 
matrices. Thenotations B> 0, B 2 0, B < 0, and B G 0 mean that he 
square matrix B is positive, s mipositive, negative, andseminegative, 
respectively. The norm II.)) ,,,I means the sup norm over II; thus for 
complex-valued vector functions u = (ul, u2, . . u,), 
llullo,D : = sup ) u(x)1 = sup (I ul(x)l* + .. . + I u,(x)l*)“*. 
XED XED 
The following well-known result inLiapunov stability theory will be 
applied several times in this paper. We state his result asa lemma. 
LIAPUNOV LEMMA. Let C be an m x m complex or real matrix. 
(a) Assume that no eigenvalue of C has positive r al part, and 
moreover that he elementary divisors of C corresponding to eigenvalues with 
vanishing real part are linear. Then there exist matrices B > 0 and E 3 0 such 
that C*B+ BC= -E. 
(b) If each eigenvalue of C has negative r al part, then for any E > 0, 
there xists a unique B > 0 such that C*B + BC = - E. 
The proof of this lemma, both for real and complex vesions, can be 
found in many papers, uch as [l 1, 18,241. 
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3. MAXIMUM PRINCIPLES 
Consider a second-order op ator 
in a bounded omain D in R”. Here the summation convention is 
employed. We assume that L is elliptic in D; i.e., for all xE D and all 
y = (yl, y,, . . y,) in R”\(O) the inequality 
ag(x)YiYj>O (2) 
holds. We also suppose that he coefftcients ati andai are bounded and 
real-valued f nctions i  D. 
Now consider the following weakly coupled second-order elliptic system, 
L%(X) +c&J Uk(X) = 0, s = 1, 2, . . m, 
or, in more brief matrix form, 
Lu(x) +C(x) u(x) =0 in D. 
in D, 
(3) 
Here C(x) =(c+(x)) isan m x m complex matrix function and u is a C2 
m x 1 complex vector function. Associated with (3) is the following charac- 
teristic equation fC, 
h(8l)=lAZ-CI =o. (4) 
THEOREM 1. Assume that here xists a constant matrix B > 0 such that 
C*(x) B+ BC(x) 6 0, XED. (5) 
Then for a/l C’(D) n C(D) solutions u of (3), there xists a positive constant 
K such that 
II u II o,D 6 K II u II o,al, (6) 
Here K= (/l,/f11)1’2, where PI and B, are the smallest and biggest eigen- 
values of B, respectively. 
Proof. Define 
v=u*Bu=u.Bu=Bu.u=bks&us, 
where “.” is the dot product in C” defined byx.y = y*x = C”,= Ixk jk. 
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Then v is a nonnegative function and, 
a0 
v,is-=b 
axi ksUk,iUs + bksGkUs,i, 
where Uk,i 3 aukja& #k&3 d2UkpXiaXj, etc.; and, 
Lv = aijv,q + aiv,i 
Thus, 
= bk,a&& + bks&atiUS,ij + 2bk,a&iU,,j 
+ bksail?k,iU, + bkstikaiUs,i 
= bks(LUk) U, + bk,~k(LU,) + hvU,i -BU,j 
I = (Lu)* Bu + u*B(Lu) + 2atiB’/2u,i. B’/‘u,~. 
Lv= -u*(C*B+ BC) ~+2a~B’~~u,~~B’~~u,~>O, (7) 
since C*B + BC 6 0 and aijvi.  20 for any vectors v,, v2, . . v,. Therefore, 
by the maximum principle forthe lliptic operator L, we have 
v(x) yy; V(Y) for all x ED. (8) 
Suppose that {Bi} y= 1 are the eigenvalues of B with PI < & < . . . <<B,. 
Since B > 0, we know that PI > 0 and 
81 I @)I 2 < v(x) =u(x)* h(x) < 8, I u(x)12, 
Hence, from (8), 
and consequently, II uII o D <K II uII O,dD, where K= &,/13, 1112. I 
The Liapunov Lemma yields the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. Let C(x) =r(x) Z+ c in (3), where r(x) <0 in D and 2; 
is a constant matrix over the complex field. Assume that none of the igen- 
values of c has a positive real part, and moreover that he elementary 
divisors f c corresponding to ei envalues withvanishing real part are linear. 
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Then there xists a positive constant K such that for all C*(D)n C(D) 
solutions u of (3), 
II l.4 IIo,D~~ll~llo,aD~ (6) 
Proof. By the Liapunov Lemma in Section 2,there exist matrices B > 0 
and E30 such that e*B+BC= -EGO. Since r<O in D, we get 
C*(x) B + BC(x) = 2r(x) B + c*B + Be < 0. 
Now the result ofthis corollary follows from Theorem 1. u 
Remark. By the Liapunov Lemma, we know that at least one positive 
definite B, satisfying ?*B +Be = -E < 0, exists ifthe matrix c meets the 
assumption of Corollary 2. In fact, ifc satisfies th  condition of Corollary 2 
and has at least one eigenvalue with vanishing real part, then there is an 
infinite number of positive definite B such that c* B + Be = - E 6 0 (see 
ClL 181). 
Theorem 1and Corollary 2 are generalized maximum principles since the 
value of K in (6) may be larger than 1. The best conceivable value of K 
in (6), for any matrix C, is K = 1, which corresponds to the classical 
maximum principle. 
THEOREM 3 (The Classical M ximum Principle). (a) A sufficient condi- 
tion that 
II u II 0.D d II u II O,?D (6), 
holds, for all C*(D) n C(D) solutions u of (3), is 
c*(x) +C(x) <0. (9) 
(b) Assume that he variable matrix C = C(x) in (3) is normal (i.e., 
c*(x) C(x) = C(x) c*( ) x , x E D), and all its eigenvaiues have nonpositive 
real parts for all xE D. Then (6), holds for all C’(D) n C(d) solutions u 
of (3). 
Proof (a) By choosing B =I in Theorem 1, (6) with K = 1 (i.e., (6), ) 
follows from the condition (9). 
(b) Suppose 
4wl59’?-9 
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are all the igenvalues of C(X). Since C(X) is normal, there exists a unitary 
matrix U(X) such that 
u*(x) C(x) U(x) =
Therefore, by the assumption, 
u*(x)(c*(x) + C(x)) W) 
r 2 Re L,(x) . . 1 
I. 
. . 
1 
=:A(x)<O. . 
2 Re A,,,(x) 
Hence C* + C = UAU* < 0; and then (6), follows from (a). a 
Remarks. (1) The condition (9) is also a“necessary” condition f rthe 
proof of the classical maximum principle by the method imposed here. In
fact, if, in Theorem 1, (6) holds with K= 1, then /I, =/I,, and so there 
exists a B> 0, with an m-multiple eigenvalue B >0, such that 
C*B + BC < 0; hence B = /II, and then C* + C < 0. 
(2) Theorem 3contains the result ofWinter and Wong [23] for eal 
negative semidelinite C = C(x, U, VU) as a special case; one may view, for 
given U, C(x, u(x), Vu(x)) as a matrix function C,(x). 
EXAMPLE 1. For n = 2, consider 
ab 
Lu+ [ 1 cd u = 0, a, 6, c, dcz IF& 
The associated characteristic equation, 
A2 - (a + d) 1+ (ad - bc) = 0, 
has roots 
A =(a+d)+,/(a+d)2-4(ad-bc) 
+ 2 
=(a+d)+,/m 
2 
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Hence, by Corollary 2, the inequality (6)is valid provided one of the 
following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) a+d<O, (a-d)‘+4bcdO; 
(ii) a+d<O, (a-d)*+46c~0,ad-bc~0; 
(iii) a+d=O,ad-hc>O. 
The inequality (6)is not valid for the general case, when a + d> 0 or 
a + d = 0, ad- bc d 0. In fact, u =sin xsin y[ -:] solves the systems 
0 -1 
Au+ 4 [ 1 4 u=o 
and 
nu+[ -y -@!]u=o 
in D = (0, rr) x (0, rc) and vanishes on aD, but (6) does not hold. 
Theorem 1gives a sufficient co dition f rwhich (6) holds. Itraises some 
open questions as to whether Theorem 1can be extended toa more general 
system (3) with weaker estrictions on the matrix C, and as to whether 
necessary conditions canbe determined so that (6) holds. 
Following from the inequality 
L(u*Bu)& -u*(C*B+BC)u+2u,iB1’2u,,~B”2u,i~0, (7) 
in the proof of Theorem 1, and from Protter and Weinberger’s book[ 151, 
are the following twomaximum principles for system (3). 
COROLLARY 4. rf UE C’(D) n C(D) is u solution f(3), and if u*Bu 
attains a maximum in D for some positive d finite matrix B such that 
C*(x) B + K(x) is negative s midefinite in D,then uis a complex constant 
vector inD. Moreouer, ifC*(x) B + BC(x) is negative d finite a  some x E D, 
or, if C(x) is invertible for some x E D, then us 0 in D. 
Proof Under the assumption fthis corollary, b  the proof of 
Theorem 1, inequality (7)holds. Thus, by the maximum principle of the 
second-order elliptic equation (see [15]), u*Bu E constant. Hence, from (7) 
again, wehave 
0 = L(u*Bu) 
= -u*(C*B+BC) u+~u~B’/~z.Q. B”‘u,,>O in D; 
which implies that u*(C*B +BC) u = 0 and u~~B’!~u,~. B%  j =0, and then, 
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B”*u,~ = 0 and u,~ =0 in D, for 1 d i < n. Thus u is a complex constant 
vector inD. Moreover, ifC*(X) B + BC(x) < 0 at some x E D, then, from 
u*(C*(x) B +Be(x)) u= 0, we have uE 0 in D; and if C(x) is invertible for 
some XE D, then, from the system (3), we still have uE 0 in D. 1 
Note that Corollary 4 actually holds even if D is unbounded. 
COROLLARY 5. Let u E C*(D) n C(D) be a solution f(3). Suppose that 
u*Bu 6 M in D and that u*Bu = M at a point PEED for some positive 
definite B such that C*B+ BC is negative s midefinite. HereM is a non- 
negative constant. Assume that P lies on the boundary of a ball in D, and that 
the outward irectional derivative &/dv exists atP. Then 
unless u is a complex constant vector such that u*Bu z M; equivalently, 
3 1 B”*u [ > o 
ih 
at P 
unless u is constant and ( B’/*u 1 3 Ml/*. 
4. UNIQUENESS THEOREMS FOR SOME BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
As applications of the maximum principles in Section 3,we can prove 
uniqueness theorems for various boundary value problems. 
As an example, consider the first boundary value problem for the lliptic 
system (3). By Theorem 1, the problem 
Lu(x) + C(x) 4x1 =f(x), XED, (3)N 
u I aLJ = g(x), (10) 
where C satisfies th  a sumption of Theorem 1, has at most one solution. 
As a second example, we have uniqueness for the following mixed 
boundary problem: 
Lu(x)+ C(x)u(x)=f(x) in DC R”, (3)N 
4-x) =g,(x) on rl, 
Mx) 
7 + 4x1 u = ‘a(x) on r2, 
(11) 
where v= v(x) is a given outward direction on r,, and r2 = aD\r,. 
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COROLLARY 6. Suppose u’ and u* satisfy (3)N and (11) in a bounded 
domain D c IF’ and C satisfies theassumption fTheorem 1. Assume that 
each point of r2 lies on the boundary of a ball in D. If L is elliptic as defined 
by (1) and a(x) > 0 on Tz, then u1 = u*, except when CI E 0, r, is vacuous and 
C(x) is singular for all xE D, in which case u1 - u* is a complex constant 
vector. 
Proof. Define u = u’ - u2. Then u satisfies 
Lu+Cu=O in D, (3) 
1 
u=o onr,, 
g+au=o nr2. 
(12) 
Choose positive definite B, as in the proof of Theorem 1, such that 
C*B + BC is negative semidefinite, and let v= u*Bu; then (7) holds. Ifv is 
not a constant, by Corollary 4, anonzero maximum of v must occur at a 
point P on r2 ; and by Corollary 5, 
Re u*BE >O 
L 1 
at P. 
Hence, 
Re[u*B($+au)]>O at Per*, 
which contradicts the boundary condition (12). Thus v = u*Bu must be a 
constant. From (7), by the proof of Corollary 4, umust be a complex con- 
stant vector. Then, from (3) and (12), weknow that u= 0, i.e., u1 3u2 in 
D, except when o! =0, r, is vacuous, and C(x) is singular fo  all xE D. m 
Besides having applications t  some boundary value problems with 
bounded omain D, the maximum principle we obtained inSection 3 can 
also be used to establish uniqueness theorems for various boundary value 
problems with unbounded domain D c W. In this case, the point co is 
called the exceptional boundary point; and an appropriate growth restric- 
tion on the solution at co is required. Moreover, byusing arecent result 
of Hile and Yeh [lo], we even obtain uniqueness forthe boundary value 
problem with an exceptional boundary set r such that he Hausdorff 
dimension fr is less than - 1. 
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As a third example of this ection, we have uniqueness forthe following 
boundary value problem with unbounded domain D c IR” :
Lu(x) +C(x) u(x) =f(x) in D, (3)N 
i 
u(x) =g(x) on aD, 
( u(x)1 is bounded in D. (13) 
COROLLARY 7. Let D be an unbounded domain contained inside a cone, 
let L be given in D by (1 ), with 
a,(x) = o(r-I) as x-+ co in D, i= 1, . . n, (r= lx/), 
and with the uniform ellipticity ondition 
6 I Yl*Gaa,(x)YiYjG~ I Yl*, XED,~EW, 
holding for some positive constants 6 and A. Suppose u1 and u2 satisfy (3)N, 
(13) in D and matrix C satisfies theassumption fTheorem 1. Then U’ = U* 
in D.‘ 
Proof: Let u= u1 - u2 and u = u*Bu, where B, as in Theorem 1, is 
positive definite such that C*(x) B+ BC(x) is negative semidefinite for all 
x E D. Then u is nonnegative, and the proof of Theorem 1gives 
i 
Lv= -u*(C*B+ BC) ~+2a~B”*u.B”~u>O in D 
v(x) = 0 on aD, 
v(x) is bounded in D. 
Hence, by the Phragmen-Lindelof Principle [9,Corollary 21,
lim u(x) =0, asx+coinD. 
Therefore, the maximum principle (Theorem 1)implies that vz 0 in D; i.e., 
u1zu2 in D. 1 
Remark. When LEA (Laplace operator) in (3)N, the growth restric- 
tion of 1 u ( being bounded in Corollary 7 can be replaced by the weak 
restriction 
or 
lim inf maxlxl=, I~x)I~=~ 
log r 
if n = 2, 
r-tee 
lim inf sup1,1=r lu(x)12=0 n-2 if na3 *-cc r 
(see [lS]). 
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As a last example, weprove uniqueness forthe solution of the following 
boundary problem without knowing the data on an exceptional boundary 
set Tc 8D (domain D can be unbounded): 
A + U,(X) $, U(X) + C(X) U(X)=f‘(X) in D, (3); 
I > 
{ 
u(x) = g(x) on aD\r, 
I u(x)1 is bounded in D. (14) 
COROLLARY 8. Suppose u’ and u* are two C* solutions of the problem 
(3)‘,, (14); and assume that 1 ai(x)l, 1 < id n, are bounded in D and the 
matrix C(x) satisfies theassumption fTheorem 1. Let r be a subset of 
aD such that for each y on r, D is contained onone side of an (n - l)- 
dimensional hyperplane passing through y. Suppose also that he Hausdorff 
dimension fr is less than n - 1. Then u’ z u2 in D. 
Proof. Let u= u1 - u2 and u = u*Bu where B, as in Theorem 1, is 
positive definite such that C*(X) B+ BC(x) is negative semidefinite over D.
Then u is nonnegative, and the proof of Theorem 1implies that 
K “.) A + 0; ax- U(X) = - u*( C*B + BC) u + 2atiB’/2u. B”*u 2 0 in D, 
u(x) = 0 on ao\r, 
u(x) d 44 in D, for some M > 0. 
Hence, by a result ofHile and Yeh [lo, Corollary 21,
VO on r. 
Therefore, 
UEO on aD. 
Thus, by the maximum principle (ifD is bounded) or the Phragmen- 
Lindelof principle (ifD is unbounded) ofthe second order elliptic equation, 
we have u ZE 0in D. This gives u1 s u* in D. 1 
5. ESTIMATE OF K 
In Theorem 1, the constant K= (p,,,/j?r )‘I2 in(6) depends on C; in fact, 
@I and /3, are the smallest andlargest eigenvalues of B,where B is chosen 
so that 
C*(x) B + BC(x) d 0. 
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The value of K in (6) is important in applications, such as in numerical 
computation andestimation. The best conceivable value of K, for any C, 
is K= 1, which corresponds to the classical m ximum principle; and 
Theorem 3gives a sufficient co dition (9) to guarantee the classical maxi- 
mum principle (K=1) for solutions f (3). However, for ageneral matrix 
C, the best possible value of K can be larger than 1. 
EXAMPLE 2. For the system 
where a, b, c, and dare complex-valued f nctions, by Theorem 3, the classi- 
cal maximum principle (6), holds if 
which is equivalent to 
Re {u} GO, Re {d} ~0; and lb+c1’<4Re {a} Re {d}. (15) 
The following example can be used to compute the best choice of 
K=(j3,//?l)‘/2 when C= [I: 1;] is a real constant matrix with a double 
eigenvalue A= A+ =A- =(1/2)(a+d)<O. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider 
,,+[-:, $=o, EER. (16) 
In order to determine the best K, we choose a positive definite B : = [; fc] 
which minimizes 
Kz(~)“~=( (a+y)+J(a-y)2+4 IpI’ 1’2 
> @+Yh/(wY)2+4 IPI2 ’ 
(17) 
and satisfies 
C*B+ BC= 
-2u ae-28 
m-28 @+&-2y I 
d 0. 
Without lost of generality, we can assume that 
L%+y=l. (18) 
Then the problem can be reduced tothe following equivalent problem. 
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Find (a, fl) E R x @ which 
minimizes (2a - 1 )2 +4 ( p ( 2, 
subject to: a> a2 + 1 /I ’, 
E(B+B)Bz 
a2(E2 + 4) + 4p2 - 4a < 0. 
Obviously, b=O is the best. Thus the problem reduces to
minimize (2a - 1 )*, 
subject to: a> a*, 
a’(&* + 4) - 4a < 0. 
It is easy to conclude that 
1 1 ( > j’0 3 if lel<2, (aTPI= 
( -0 4-1-E2’ 4 > 9 if I&1)2. 
Hence by (17) and (18), the best value of K = (fi,,J/?r )r12 fothe system (16) 
is 
I 
1, if (E (< 2, 
K= (&I 
-> 2 
if IE(>~. 
For a general real matrix C= [z 5;] with a double igenvalue 
A = (1/2)(a + d) < 0, by matrix theory (see [20, Chap. 5]), there exist an
orthogonal m trix P : = [: z] and a real number s0 such that 
[; j=PTCP=[ 
p2a + prc + prb + r2d pqa + rqc + spb + srd 
pqa +psc + rqb f rsd q2a + qsc + qsb + s2d 1’ 
From 0 = pqa + psc + rqb + rsd, we have 
EO=pqa+rqc+spb+srd=(ps-rq)(b-c)=det P.(b-c)= *(b-c). 
Let B = PB, PT. Then 
432 
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or 
-1 -t 
[ : 
0 -1 
By letting E = --so/A = r2(6 - c)/(a + d), from the Example 3 we have 
the following: 
Conclusion. The best value of K = (pm/p, ) ‘I2 for C= [z 21 E R2 x 2 in (3 )
with adouble eigenvalue 1= (1/2)(a + d) < 0 is 
I 1 if lb-cl < -(a+d); K= 
b-c 
I-I a+d ’ if lb-c/> -(a+d). 
Since L= 1+ = I _ = (1/2)(a + d) < 0 implies that (a - d)’ + 4bc = 0. The 
condition of )b - c ) < -(a + d) is equivalent to the condition 
(b + c)” < 4ad (which is the same as (15)). 
Remark. When C= [z 4;] E R2x2 has two different eigenvalues 
R _ < R + < 0, by the procedure above the problem of finding the best choice 
of K= ULIPl P2 in (6) reduces to the problem of minimizing 
(2a - l)* +4 (/3 (* subject tosome constraints. By Largange’s method of 
multipliers a formula for the best choice of K can be obtained. Also, an 
upper bound for the best possible K can be found when CE R2r2 has two 
complex conjugate eigenvalues with a nonpositive real part. Since the 
procedure offinding these formulas involves some very complicated 
computation, we omit he details here. 
6. BOUNDS FOR SOLUTIONS OF THE NONHOMOGENEOUS ELLIPTIC SYSTEM 
In Section 3 we obtained maximum principles for ome homogeneous 
elliptic systems. Now we extend these results othe nonhomogeneous 
elliptic system 
Mx) + C(x) u(x) =f(x), XED. (3)N 
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Under the restriction of C being an real matrix function such that 
tTC<G -c0]<j2 in D, for some c,>O and for any [EUY”, Miranda [13] 
obtained a bound for solutions f the lliptic system (3)N :
II uII O,DG I1410.aD+co1 IlfllO,D. 
In this ection, we obtain a similar result for more general complex matrix 
functions C inthe elliptic system (3),,,. 
THEOREM 9. Suppose, for C = C(x), there xist wo complex constant 
matrices B> 0, E > 0 such that C*(x) B + BC(x) < -E. Then for all 
C*(D) n C(B) solutions u of (3)N, there xist positive constants K, and K2 
such that 
II uII a, Dd K, II uII 0,811 f K, II f110.~1. (19) 
Here K, = (/?,,,/j?,)“* and K2=2/IF/p1/3:‘*, where fil and fl,,, are the 
smallest and biggest eigenvalues of B, respectively, and p1 is the smallest 
eigenvalue of EB- ‘. 
Proof: Define v =B”*u; i.e., u = B-“*v. First wewill prove that (for v), 
II v I o.D G II vIlo,m + K II f Ilo.Dt K>O. (20) 
It is sufficient to show that at an internal re ative maximum of 1 v ) (or of 
~v~*=IB1’*u)*=Bu.u), 
I4x)lGKlf(x)l. (21) 
We assume u(x) #0 at such amaximum; otherwise thinequality is rivial. 
At a relative maximum of 1 v ( * = Bu . u, we have 
$iv\*=2Re(Bu-u,,)=O, 
and the matrix of second derivatives s negative semidefinite; i.e.,
a* lu12 [ 1 ax&, nxn =[2Re(v,i.v,,+v..v,i~)]...~O. 
Hence, 
Re (Bu .u,~) = Re (v .u,~) = 0, 
CRe(V,i.V,k+V.U,ik)Inxn~O. 
since (a&) >0, we have that 
aik(0.i. v,k -kRe (V . V*ik)) < 0. 
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Into this inequality we substitute the system (3)N and Re (Bu . u,~) = 0 to 
get 
O>U,V,i’V,k+Re (B~.ajku,ik) 
=aikv,i.u,k+Re [Bu.(-aiu,i-Cu+f)] 
=a,V,yV,,-;(C*B+BC)u.u+Re(Bu*f). 
Therefore, 
Since B-‘12EB-‘/2 and EB-’ have the same eigenvalues, it follows that 
and then (21) holds with 
Hence we have proved (20). 
By using (20) and substituting v = B”‘u, we have 
a:” II~llo,D6B!L2 IIuIlo,ao+K llfllO,D~ 
so (19) holds with 
and 
From the Liapunov Lemma, the following corollary is easily obtained: 
COROLLARY 10. Assume that C(x) = r(x) Z+ c in (3)N, where rd 0 in D 
and each eigenvalue of the complex constant matrix 2; has negative r al part. 
Then for all C’(D) n C(d) solutions u of (3)N, there xist positive constants 
K, and K2 such that (19) holds. 
COROLLARY 11. (a) A sufficient condition that 
II l.4 II0.D G II 24 Ilo,m + G’ II f IlO,D (22) 
holds, for all C’(D) n C(d) solutions u of (3)N, is 
c*(x) +C(x) ,< -2c,zc 0, for some co E Ft. (23) 
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(b) Suppose that he variable matrix C= C(x) is normal, and all its 
eigenvalues { k,(~)}~~~ have uniformly negative real parts in D; i.e., 
Re Ai( -cc,<0 in D,for 1 <i<m. Then (22) holds,for allC’(D)n C(D) 
solutions u 0f(3)~. 
Proof. (a) By choosing B =I in Theorem 9, the inequality (22) follows 
from the condition (23). 
(b) Since C(X) is normal, there xists a unitary matrix U(x) such 
that 
u*(x)[c*(x) + c(x): 
p Re h(x) 
= 
i 
1 U(x) 
. 
. . 1 d -2c,z<o. ‘. 2Re A,(x) 
Hence C*(x) +C(x) G -2c,Z; and then (22) follows from (a). 1 
7. APPLICATIONS TO HIGHER ORDER EQUATIONS 
Note that he results we obtain are valid for complex systems which may 
be considered g neralizations of s mehigher o der complex equations. For 
example, consider a 2m-order homogeneous equation fthe form 
.9%~5Pu+a,~,$P”~‘uf ... +a,Yu+a,u=O, (24) 
and the nonhomogeneous equation fthe same form, 
9u=F. (24), 
Here a,,, a , . . a, _ 1 and F are complex-valued f nctions, 2 : = L + r(x) 
where r < 0 in D and L is the elliptic operator defined by (1); and 
Pm E g(A?- ‘), 2’5 I. Let u, = U, u2 = zu, . . u, = P’- ‘u; then the 
equations (24) and (24), reduce to the equivalent systems (3) and (3),,,, 
respectively, where
C=rI+ 
-1 
0. 
aI 
-1 
. . 
0 
. . . 
11 
am-l.  and u= 
Ul 
u2 
I U, 
0 
I [I 3 f= ; F 
(25) 
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Associated with each system is the characteristic equation 
h(a)~(-1)“+a,_,(-~)“-‘+ .*. +a,(--l)+a,=O. (26) 
Hence, under the same assumptions  C in (25), Theorem 1 and 
Theorem 3hold, but (6) changes to
( 
m-1 
> 
112 
,“pp, c I -@4x)1* 
j=O 
( 
m-l I/* 
<K sup c I~Wx)12 > , (K2 1); (27) xsaD j-0 
also, under the same assumptions  C in (25), Theorem 9holds, but (19) 
changes to
> 
112 
m-1 
> 
w 
GK, sup c I@441* +K2 llf’llo,~~. (27), x~dD 
j-0 
In the case of m = 2 and r E 0 in D, the matrix in (25) is 
C(x) : = 
0 -1 1 with eigenvalues lf =a,&,/- a,(x) al(x) 2 . 
Hence the requirement forTheorem 1holding isthat here exists 
B:= [$ i]>O such that 
c*B+Bc=[-Y gg][r ;I+[;;][uoyx, UJ
qao + so, -p 
2Re(qa,-S) 1 d 0, 
which is equivalent to the xistence of p, q E Iw, sE @ such that 
i 
P>O and Re (m. ) < 0, 
Re (qa, - S) < 0, 
pq- IsI*> 4Re(sa,).Re(qa,-.F)>(qZ,+su,-pi*. 
(28) 
If we choose s = 0, then 
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and (28) becomes 
P>O 
Rea,(x)<O 
9’0 
and 
u,=p->o. 
4 
So for the 4th-order equations, 
P%(x) + q(x) 224(x) + a,u(x) = 0 
and 
in D, (29) 
we have 
2z2u(x) + al(x) %4(x) +a,u(x) = F in D, (29), 
COROLLARY 12. Assume that Re {al(x) > f 0 in D and a, > 0, then 
(a) for all complex-valued C4(D) n C*(D) solutions u of (29) 
sup (Ju12+ ILzu(*)“+/~Sup (Ju12+ IL&4(*)‘!2; 
D iiD 
(b) if r(x) d -r. < 0 in D, then for all complex-valued C4(D) n C*(D) 
solutions u of(29),, 
sup (Ju(2+ IYU(2)“2 
D 
f~~[sup(Iu12+I~u12)1’2+r~1 (IFl(o,n]. 
dD 
When {u,jJY;’ are complex constants, by applying Corollary 2 and 
Corollary 10 we have the following corollary forthe 2m-order quations 
(24) and (24),. 
COROLLARY 13. Suppose the roots {& )y= 1 of (26) satisfy both of the 
conditions, 
(i) Re &do; 
(ii) if Re ili=O, then the corresponding elementary divisor islinear. 
Then, 
(a) there xists a positive constant K such that (27) holds for all 
complex-valued regular solutions f (24); 
(b) if Re 1; < 0, 1 Q i < m; or r(x) < -r. < 0 in D, there xist positive 
constants K, and K, such that (27), holds for all complex-valued r gular 
solutions f (24),. 
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Remark. Corollary 13contains the result ofChow and Dunninger 
[2, 61 for eal metaharmonic functions as aspecial case. The first part of 
the Corollary 13 was obtained in[2] for the case of LEA (Laplace 
operator) anda,, a,, .. . a, _, being real constants. 
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